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1. PURPOSE 

1.1.1 This report sets out the results of a review, by the Forensic Science Regulator 

(the Regulator), of the performance of the LGC Forensics (LGCF) in the case of 

R v. [Mr A].  

2. ASSISTANCE 

2.1.1 The review and the preparation of the report were undertaken with the 

assistance of officials from the Forensic Science Regulation Unit of the Home 

Office. 

3. INTRODUCTION 

3.1 The Forensic Science Regulator 

3.1.1 The position of the Forensic Science Regulator was proposed in HM 

Government’s response [1] to the report1 “Forensic Science on Trial” [2]. The 

creation of the position was announced by Meg Hillier MP (Parliamentary 

Under-Secretary of State at the Home Department) on 12 July 2007. 

3.1.2 The role of the Regulator was described, in a Written Ministerial Statement [3], 

as follows: 

“... will be to advise Government and the Criminal Justice System on quality standards in the 

provision of forensic science. This will involve identifying the requirement for new or improved 

quality standards; leading on the development of new standards where necessary; providing 

advice and guidance so that providers will be able to demonstrate compliance with common 

standards, for example, in procurement and in courts; ensuring that satisfactory arrangements 

exist to provide assurance and monitoring of the standards and reporting on quality standards 

generally.” 

3.1.3 Clearly the role focuses on quality standards within forensic science. It does not 

deal with market or economic regulation nor does it deal with what could be 

considered service delivery standards. In performing this role I am supported by 

the Forensic Science Advisory Council (FSAC). 

                                            
1
  By the House of Commons Select Committee on Science and Technology. 
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3.1.4 Although my remit does not extend to Scotland or Northern Ireland, their 

respective authorities have agreed to join my work, and the FSAC, as full 

partners and, accordingly, to implement the resulting standards in their own 

jurisdictions. This will beneficially ensure the existence of UK-wide standards in 

forensic science. 

3.1.5 It is a feature of the role that I am expected to investigate complaints or 

concerns raised as to the quality of forensic science supplied to the Criminal 

Justice Systems in the UK. 

3.2 LGC Forensics 

3.2.1 LGCF is a commercial organisation which provides a range of forensic science 

services to the Criminal Justice System (CJS) in England and Wales. 

3.2.2 It is accredited, by the United Kingdom Accreditation Service ® 2, to ISO 17025 

[4] for a number of the services provided. 3  

4. BACKGROUND 

4.1 The Investigation 

4.1.1 On ██████ [Mr B] was assaulted in a ██████ at ██████. The address is 

the home of the [A] family. [Mr B] was a friend of the family. 

4.1.2 ██████ He died as a result of the attack. 

4.1.3 As part of the investigation clothes belonging to [Mr A] were submitted for 

examination, particularly in relation to the distribution of blood, to LGCF. The 

examination was performed by [Mr C]. 

4.1.4 The evidence of [Mr C] was, in summary, that the distribution of blood on the 

clothing was; 

a. Not consistent with the events as described by [Mr A]; and  

b. The distribution was more likely to have arisen if [Mr A] had attacked [Mr 

B].  

                                            
2
  United Kingdom Accreditation Service is a registered trademark owned by the body of that name. 

3
  Certificate 0003. 
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4.2 Prosecution 

4.2.1 [Mr A] was prosecuted for the murder of [Mr B]. He was acquitted. 

4.3 Criticism of LGCF 

4.3.1 [Mrs A], mother of [Mr A], contacted me to raise concerns about the evidence 

provided by [Mr C]. 

4.3.2 Those concerns, in summary, related to the following issues. 

a. That [Mr C] failed to properly consider the impact of the actions her son 

stated he had performed when assessing the blood distribution evidence. 

b. That [Mr C] had compared the blood distribution on the clothing of [Mr A] 

to that of his father which was not an appropriate comparison. 

c. The level of interference with the scene before scientific examination 

made it impossible to draw reliable conclusions. 

d. That a number of facts relied on by [Mr C] were inaccurate. 

4.4 The Review 

4.4.1 The role of the Regulator is to ensure the quality of forensic science and 

forensic pathology provided to the CJS. The role does not encompass the 

review or investigation of individual cases to determine whether there may have 

been:  

a. A specific quality failure; or 

b. A miscarriage of justice.  

4.4.2 I therefore determined that it would be inappropriate to investigate the issues 

raised by [Mrs A] as matters specific to the case of her son. I considered it 

would be appropriate to review the concerns to determine whether, if they were 

true, illustrated a wider quality issue for the CJS. 

5. THE REVIEW 

5.1 Nature of Review 

5.1.1 In light of the decision, discussed above, as to the approach to the review I 

determined that the nature of the review was not to determine whether the 
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evidence provided by [Mr C] was correct but whether it suggested a quality 

failure that may affect the CJS. I considered this could be addressed by 

considering two questions. 

a. Whether the opinion provided by [Mr C] was within the range which could 

be reached by a competent expert. 

b. Whether LGCF had appropriate quality procedures in place to ensure the 

opinion provided was checked. 

5.1.2 These questions would have to be answered by an expert in forensic blood 

distribution analysis. I therefore asked ██████, then of the ██████, to 

nominate a suitable expert to perform a review. He nominated [Mr D]. 

5.1.3 I contacted ██████ Police to seek approval for access to the evidence related 

to the case. The force approved access. 

5.2 The Review 

5.2.1 To initiate the review [Mr D] was provided with the terms of reference for the 

review which set out the questions noted above. He was also provided with all 

material provided to me by [Mrs A]. 

5.2.2 The course of the review was as follows. 

a. [Mr D] was provided with copies of the key paperwork from the LGCF 

records. 

b. [Mr D] visited the LGCF laboratory and reviewed the relevant records with 

[Mr C]. 

c. [Mr D] engaged in correspondence with LGCF in relation to its quality 

standards. 

5.2.3 This led to [Mr D] providing me with a carefully considered and detailed report 

[5]. I do not believe it necessary to reproduce the detail of the report here. It is 

sufficient to quote the summary conclusions. 

5.2.4 In relation to the first question, whether the opinion provided was one which was 

within the range which a competent expert could provide, the conclusion was as 

follows. 
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“I have reviewed the statements and scene report letter produced by [Mr C], and the associated 

casefile documentation, together with documents provided by [Mrs A]. In my view the opinions 

expressed by [Mr C] in the various statements he prepared relate to three key issues, namely 

the position of the deceased during the assault, secondly the interpretation of the form and 

pattern of blood staining on [Mr A]’s clothing and footwear in the light of the allegation that he 

was the assailant, and thirdly the consideration of whether the patterns of blood staining 

observed on [Mr A]’s clothing could be attributable to him administering assistance to [Mr B]. 

In have assessed the opinions expressed in the statements relating to these key issues, and in 

my view the opinions expressed by [Mr C] were robust, soundly based, and well within the 

range which one might expect to be reached by another competent expert. 

(In addition, in his statements [Mr C] expressed opinions on other observations, largely relating 

to the scene, peripheral to the main issues identified above. I have also considered these in the 

context of the case circumstances and all were what I would consider to be within the range of 

the opinion that would be reached by a competent expert.)” 

5.2.5 In relation to the second question, in relation to the LGCF quality systems, the 

conclusion was as follows. 

“Having reviewed the documentation in the casefile, I am satisfied that the scientific findings at 

the scene and at the laboratory, and the opinions drawn from those examinations, described in 

the April and June 2008 statements and Scene Report letter, were subjected to a robust and fit 

for purpose checking process, adequate to ensure that the findings and opinions reached were 

reliable. 

I am therefore content that, at the time of the examinations in 2008, the LGC Forensics Culham 

laboratory had appropriate quality procedures in place to ensure that the blood pattern analysis 

opinion provided in this case was appropriately checked.” 

6. CONSIDERATION 

6.1 Evidence Provided by [Mr C] 

6.1.1 I have considered the report provided by [Mr D].  Having undertaken a careful 

and detailed consideration of the work of [Mr C] he concluded that the evidence 

provided was within the range of opinions which could have been given by a 

competent expert. 

6.1.2 I accept his view. 
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6.2 LGCF Standards 

6.2.1 I have considered the report provided by [Mr D]. Having undertaken a careful 

and detailed consideration of the standards in place in LGCF he concluded they 

were of the standard expected. 

6.2.2 I accept his view. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

7.1.1 I have concluded that the work of [Mr C], and LGCF, in this case does not 

suggest there was a quality failure related to the evidence of [Mr C] in the case 

or indicate any issues which would create a risk to the CJS. 
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10. ABBREVIATIONS 

Abbreviation Meaning 

BS British Standard 

CJS Criminal Justice System 

DCS Detective Chief Superintendant 

FSAC Forensic Science Advisory Council 

LGCF LGC Forensics 

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

MSc Master of Science 

R Regina 

UK United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

 


